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REPTOID PRESENCE ON MARS MAY LINK  
TO DRACO CONSPIRACY IN THE GALAXY 

 
 

 
 
Patrick Smith May 17, 2010 at 1:38pm 
 
Hi, Andrew, 
 
What is your view on the Dracos that have a base on Mars?  I have been researching and have found 
them to be a very aggressive reptoid race, one that is working with our secret government and military at 
the Dulce Base as with the Grays.  I have also heard that the Dracos have wiped out the Earth base on 
Mars and the other native human races there.  Something like over 300,000 humans have been 
slaughtered and the remainder of the humans on Mars are in hiding.  I have also heard that the Dracos 
have large territorial areas around our galaxy.  What’s your idea on this?  They say that the Dracos are 
human eaters and we are part of their food as with any other animal; that at Dulce Base, they have been 
taking abducted people there to feed them; that the abducted people are also used for scientific 
experiments; and that they are creating hybrids to man a slave army for the coming New World Order.  
Are these things true?  They say not to trust the Grays because they work with the Dracos and that the 
Grays are a sub-race that serves the Dracos.  When the Dulce wars took place, one of the Dracos sent 
out a message for a backup force, and in 1998, a Pleiadian ship destroyed a Draco mother ship in our 
solar system with an army of Dracos onboard heading for the Earth.  The Lyrans and Pleiadians and 
other human ETs are said to have been at war with the Dracos since they first encountered them. 
 
Patrick 
 
 

 
 
Andrew D. Basiago May 17, 2010 at 9:58am  
 
Patrick, I cannot say whether or not there is a Draco conspiracy in the galaxy, as you describe, however, 
there is, in fact, ample photographic evidence of reptoid predation of humanoids on the surface of Mars.  
For more on this subject, see my MARS paper (below) entitled “Reptoid Predation found on Mars.”  Andy 
 
http://www.projectmars.net/docs/research_papers/2009-04-
12_MARS_Andrew_D_Basiago_Reptoid_Predation_found_on_Mars.pdf  
 

http://www.facebook.com/n/?profile.php&id=100001024038474&mid=25ab74aG52f3f6a5G1110978G0&n_m=president.mars%40gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/andrew.d.basiago
http://www.projectmars.net/docs/research_papers/2009-04-12_MARS_Andrew_D_Basiago_Reptoid_Predation_found_on_Mars.pdf
http://www.projectmars.net/docs/research_papers/2009-04-12_MARS_Andrew_D_Basiago_Reptoid_Predation_found_on_Mars.pdf
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Patrick Smith May 19, 2010 at 7:39 am 
 
Andrew, 
 
I think the Earth is in serious trouble!  If we have this carnivorous race of reptiles on our doorstep, and 
they’re working with our governments and military, we have a very big problem.  I see Armageddon, and 
didn't they say that man will fight against beast?  If they are doing that to Mars, then we will be next.  Are 
they the Dracos?  If the Lyrans and Pleiadians seeded this Earth, then surely they wouldn't let it fall to the 
Dracos.  There must be some intervention, because we do not have the technology to fight an advanced 
reptilian race.  When you went forward in time to 2045 in Washington DC did you notice any people in the 
streets?  Was there anything strange about the streetscape?  Maybe the Pleiadians will intervene and 
2045 society is still intact.  Which aliens have the pyramid-shaped spacecraft that was sitting over 
Moscow recently?  Do the Mars people have a pyramid-shaped spacecraft?  After killing all the people 
from Mars, the reptilians could use their spacecraft.  I've been reading things about the Illuminati and the 
New World Order and the concentration camps that the US government is building to cull the human 
race.  I have seen the new concentration camp in Texas and all the mass-produced plastic coffins on 
YouTube.  The buildings have huge gas pipes entering into the buildings. If I was living in the United 
States, I would be getting out... fast!  It makes one wonder.  What do you think will happen to our future? 
 
Patrick 
 
 

 
 
Andrew D. Basiago May 17, 2010 at 9:58am  
 
Patrick, There is a split of opinion in the “contemporary Martian life” faction of the Mars anomaly research 
community about the nature and extent of the reptoid predation of humanoids on Mars.  Some 
researchers are convinced that there is a Fascist, totalitarian regime of advanced, bi-pedal, reptilian 
humanoids on Mars that is committing genocide against the mammalian, humanoid population there.  
This is the position advanced by Emily Cragg, who insists that the reptoid predation of humanoids on 
Mars has a political dimension.  I disagree.  I think the evidence from Mars shows that the Martian 
ecosystem is one in which reptiles feed on humans.  In other words, that this pattern is biological. 

http://www.facebook.com/n/?profile.php&id=100001024038474&mid=25ab74aG52f3f6a5G1110978G0&n_m=president.mars%40gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/andrew.d.basiago
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In NASA images PIA10214 and PIA11049, we find specific images of reptile-like creatures eating human-
like creatures.  These reveal conditions on Mars that would exist on Earth if, for example, the small 
dinosaurs had not become extinct.  Had human beings then emerged after the persistence of the small 
dinosaurs, then we would not presently find ourselves at the top of the food chain as we do.  We would 
find ourselves fighting with small dinosaurs for ecosystem dominance, perhaps even survival.  This 
seems to be what the photographic evidence shows exists in at least some places on Mars. 
 
  

 
Reptoid predation of humanoids on Mars as seen in NASA images PIA10214 (left) and PIA11049 
(right), which are views west and south of the Home Plate Plateau taken by the Mars rover Spirit.  
On the left, a reptoid consumes a humanoid that it has grasped in its tentacle-like appendages.  
On the right, a reptoid, green in color, stands guard over a humanoid that it has killed.  Scenes 
like this shock our sensibilities and pose humanity on Earth with the profound dilemma of 
whether to intervene on Mars to protect human life there or not do so to preserve Mars’s ecology.   
 
 
Evidence like this convinces me that in the future, we will confront not a reptilian invasion of the Earth nor 
the abuses of a reptilian power elite in government, but rather the ethical dilemma of whether we should 
uphold The Prime Directive and not interfere in the Martian ecosystem despite the fact that humanoids 
are not at the top of the food chain on Mars or intervene to save humanoids from reptoid predation on the 
grounds that doing so would be consistent with the jus cogens norm on Earth prohibiting genocide.  This 
is one of the complications of the fact that we have established a presence on an inhabited Mars that we 
have not yet begun to imagine much less debate, but which we must resolve if we are to successfully 
cross the cosmic threshold that now confronts us and become a truly interplanetary civilization. 
 
 
 
 


